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Marshall Sahlins (1930–2021)
There’s a paradox at the heart of Alice Waters’s
career. Through her beloved restaurant in Berkeley,
Calif., Chez Panisse, which this year celebrates its
50th anniversary as the origin point of what ...
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Good morning and happy Friday!
We’re in for some lovely weather
this weekend — 24 C today, 27 C
tomorrow and 29 C on Sunday! Fun
fact: Scotland’s national animal
is the unic ...

Twelve things the world should toss
out
It would be understandable to assume
that birtherism—a conspiracy theory
that holds that Barack Obama is not a
“real” American citizen ... It all goes
back to the myth of “political ...
To Curb Extremists' Clout, Abolish Partisan
Primaries
The Internet is awash in hot takes about what is
perniciously, existentially wrong with the Trump-
era GOP and the party’s disturbing willingness to
...

What will happen to the flag if D.C.
becomes a state?
From Homer to Helen Keller, the
metaphors we use about vision and
blindness wield great, misleading power.
‘There Plant Eyes’ Review: Blindness and
Insight
It underpins Lichtenstein’s own myth in the
American mind — because what ... to
abandon that world entirely on a quest for
emotional purity, the world of images not
enough to express the ...
South America’s Amazonia Blurs the Present
and the Past
At age thirteen my father was awoken by
machine gun fire in the streets of Madrid. It
was 1936, and a coalition of progressive groups
had just swept the national elections,
infuriating the Spanish ...
The Myth of Reconstruction
These myths ... about the purity of our
white women." This is an issue when

lynching is becoming a significant factor in
the South, when the demonization of
African American men, when the origins ...
Favorite Concerts Ever: Los Lobos Live at the
Whisky
the star-spangled banner that symbolizes America
as a country and a concept with red representing
hardiness and valor, white representing purity and
innocence, and blue standing for vigilance ...
My Father Fled Fascism in Spain—and
Taught Me How Lies Can Destroy a
Democracy
There are many in the academy who fear that
political engagement dilutes or undermines the
purity of theoretical reflection ... who was
expelled from the American Anthropological
Association that he ...
Early Roy Lichtenstein: A fount of insight
on postwar America
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Morning Start: Scotland’s national animal is the
unicorn
It was 2013, their 40th anniversary show. Los
Lobos, our home-town heroes at the Whisky on
Sunset. Kind of like if The Beatles had gone back
to do a show at The Cavern. After getting so big, it
would ...
Unicorns, Kelpies, And Wulvers: 7 Of
Scotland’s Most Captivating Mythical
Creatures
According to visitscotland.com, the unicorn
was a symbol of purity, innocence ... Van de
Mosselaer played professional hockey in the
American Hockey League with the Ontario
Reign, a team affiliate ...
How The Right Wing’s Birtherism Came
Home To Roost
Jessica Valenti, the founder and editor of
Feministing.com, is the author of "The Purity
Myth: How America's Obsession with
Virginity is Hurting Young Women." ...
5 myths about lithium-ion you should know
Scots are legendary storytellers (they even host
an International Storytelling Festival), and
their culture is rich with imaginary creatures
— or, perhaps, creatures not so imaginary⋯
Here are some of ...

Noble savages, lost cities, pristine
wilderness—Amazonia has always conjured
romantic myths and stereotypes ... the village
liked to talk about the purity of tribal life, but it
was a borrowed ...
Alice Waters Says People Who Call Her Elitist Just
Don’t Get It
The global market for electric mobility and

renewable energy is undergoing rapid growth
supported by government policies, technological
advancements, and declining costs. Lithium-ion (Li-
ion ...
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